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“There is not a single nation in the world that could have endured such a century, but we have not only endured, today 

we are winning again,” Orbán said. “The era of a hundred years of solitude is over. It is uplifting that we have allies again, 

we have good neighbours, and we can prepare for the future together,” he added. Orbán said the next decade will not be 

about eclipses and losses, but about prosperity and nation-building.

“It is our generation that can turn the fate of Hungary, that can complete the mission and bring the country to the gates 

of victory, but the decisive battle must be fought by the generation after us, they must take the final steps,” he said. He 

added that it would not be easy, but it would be worth it: “great times are ahead of you”.

Speaking at the “Hungarian Calvary”, a monument to the cities lost to Hungary after the Trianon Treaty was signed, Orbán 

said Hungarians had not disappeared but had “established a homeland here, preserving our unique quality”.

Prime Minister Viktor Orbán said Hungary is “winning again” in a speech at the 
inauguration of a monument in Sátoraljaújhely, in the northeast of the country, to 
mark the 100th anniversary of the Trianon Peace Treaty.

ORBÁN AT TRIANON MEMORIAL: HUNGARY 
WINNING AGAIN
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Monument in Sátoraljaújhely commemorating 100th anniversary of Trianon 
Peace Treaty
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HUNGARY, GERMANY LIFT 
TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS ON 
EACH OTHER’S CITIZENS

Hungary and Germany are lifting travel 

restrictions on each other’s citizens 

from 8:00 in the morning on Sunday, 

Foreign Minister Peter Szijjártó said on 

his Facebook page.

Germany’s management of 

the epidemic has proven to be 

successful, allowing the government 

to lift restrictions on passenger travel, 

Szijjártó said.

German nationals will be allowed 

entry into Hungary, and Hungarians 

who return home from Germany 

will not have to undergo mandatory 

quarantine, Szijjártó said. In a separate 

Facebook post late Friday, Szijjártó 

said all border crossings on Hungary’s 

frontiers with Slovakia and Austria 

would be open from Friday evening. 

MORE NATL 
CONSULTATION SURVEY 
QUESTIONS ANNOUNCED

Questions on internet usage among 

families with children, promoting 

domestic tourism and epidemic 

monitoring will be included on a 

survey to be sent to all Hungarian 

households as part of the next national 

consultation, the state secretary of the 

Prime Minister’s Cabinet Office said in 

a video message. Csaba Dömötör said 

one question would address making 

internet usage free of charge for 

families with school-age children and 

for teachers during the epidemic. The 

government wants to gauge support 

for workplace protection programmes 

after the pandemic, for incentives 

to purchase local products and for 

promotions of domestic tourism, 

Dömötör said. The government will 

also ask whether Hungary needs a 

permanent epidemic monitoring 

service, he added.

LMP PROPOSES 
REDUCING VAT ON BASIC 
FOODSTUFFS

The opposition LMP is proposing 

the reduction of VAT to 5% on basic 

foodstuffs, such as fruit, vegetables, 

dairy products and bakery.

Party lawmaker Antal Csárdi told 

an online press conference that a 

reduction is needed because many 

Hungarians cannot afford to buy 

increasingly dear food due to its high 

VAT content. Currently restaurant 

bills carry only 5% VAT but the retail 

price of vegetables and fruit from 

shops include 27% VAT. Further price 

increases affecting food can only be 

avoided by reducing the VAT, he said.

SOCIALISTS PREPARE 
PROPOSALS FOR 
UTILISING EU FUNDS

The opposition Socialists have 

prepared a seven-point proposal on 

how Hungary should utilise European 

Union funding in the next seven-year 

budget period, Socialist MEP István 

Ujhelyi said.

The Socialist Party is the first 

organisation in Hungary putting its 

proposals in writing about the EU 

budget and the nearly 7,000 billion 

forints Hungary will get, he said. 

Ujhelyi said people, everyday issues 

and social matters must be put in 

focus in the next seven years. He cited 

job creation, replacing discontinued 

jobs, improving the quality of social 

services, developing education and 

health care, creating decent living 

conditions and strengthening the 

institutions that guarantee secure 

conditions for the elderly. He said the 

Socialists support the European Green 

Deal and the allocation for Hungary 

should be spent on energy efficiency 

schemes, promoting environmentally 

friendly means of transport and 

launching energy-efficiency schemes 

for buildings. The Socialists demand 

that local municipalities should 

receive funding directly from the 

EU. Additionally, if the government 

is “unable to utilise funds in line with 

regulations” then the Commission 

should withdraw this opportunity and 

distribute the funds directly. Ujhelyi 

said it was also important to protect 

cohesion funding and farm subsidies.

Ruling Fidesz MEP Tamás Deutsch 

said on Facebook on Saturday 

that Ujhelyi’s proposals would 

reduce EU support to Hungary 

even more than other opposition 

initiatives that involved cutting 

development funding. Ujhelyi has 

proposed “radical” tax hikes affecting 

Hungary’s small and medium-sized 

businesses and wants the utilisation 
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of the country’s EU funding to 

be determined by directive from 

Brussels instead of by local decision-

makers, Deutsch said. He added that 

by supporting the “humbug about 

resources given directly from Brussels” 

Ujhelyi would risk losing 97-98% of EU 

development funding. His proposals 

would enable pro-migration forces 

to exercise pressure on Hungary for 

political motives, Deutsch said and 

called on the Socialists to clarify if 

Ujhelyi’s “unacceptable” proposals 

represented the party’s official 

position.

SOCIALISTS PROPOSE 
FIVE-POINT EDUCATION 
PACKAGE

Opposition Socialist deputy speaker 

of parliament István Hiller presented 

a five-point package of proposals for 

Hungary’s education system.

The Socialists propose that the 

government should not introduce the 

new National Core Curriculum which 

significantly increases the load on 

students by prescribing more material 

to be learnt in fewer hours than 

before, he said. The party proposes 

that a new NCC should be developed 

based on the experience gathered and 

subjected to a professional debate 

before introduction, he added.

The Socialists propose launching a 

large laptop scheme financed from 

the budget and based on open-

source software in order to guarantee 

equal opportunities to all to access 

knowledge, he said.

They would introduce a nine-grade 

primary education system with an 

extra grade in the lower years in 

order to leave more time for acquiring 

basic skills, he added. Hiller said the 

government’s language teaching 

strategy has failed and the Socialists 

propose that plans should be worked 

out with professional organisations to 

introduce a “zero-year” for intensive 

language learning.

The fifth proposal involves 

increasing the proportion of general 

knowledge subjects, he said. Instead of 

low-skilled labourers, Hungary needs 

well-educated future employees who 

understand technical advances and 

can adjust to changes, learning new 

methods, interpreting and utilising 

knowledge, he added.

JUSTICE MINISTER 
DISCUSSES HUNGARIAN 
PROTECTION MEASURES 
WITH EU AMBASSADORS

Hungary’s measures to contain the 

novel coronavirus epidemic were 

among the most successful in Europe, 

and the country has so far avoided a 

mass outbreak with thousands of 

fatalities, Justice Minister Judit Varga 

told the ambassadors of European 

Union member states in Budapest. 

Varga briefed the ambassadors on the 

successes of the Hungarian response 

to the epidemic and on the planned 

regulations of reopening the country. 

She noted that the government had 

imposed a state of emergency on 

March 11, averting a mass outbreak. 

The defence was so effective that as 

early as May, the government could 

submit a proposal to end the state of 

emergency in mid-June, she said. 

“All this was possible because 

the government could count on 

Hungarians’ disciplined cooperation 

and sacrifice,” she said. At the 

same time, preparedness has to be 

maintained, Varga said, so that the 

government could continue to take 

timely and proportionate measures 

to prevent a further outbreak. 

“Hungarians always stand together in 

difficult times, and help each other as 

one nation,” Varga said.

DK BLAMES GOVT FOR 
LOSS OF JOBS

The opposition Democratic Coalition 

(DK) has slammed the government 

for its failure to protect jobs during 

the coronavirus epidemic. At an 

online press conference, the party’s 

deputy head noted that industrial 

output plummeted by 37% in April. 

“Such awful numbers” have not been 

registered even during the 2008 

world economic crisis, Csaba Molnár 

said. Unemployment has also grown 

considerably, to 300,000-400,000, he 

added. Molnár said the government 

was not to blame for the standstill of 

the Hungarian industry due to the 

epidemic. However, he said it did bear 

the responsibility for failing to preserve 

jobs and for “hundreds of thousands 

losing their livelihood”. Hungary “had 

no job protection programme to 

speak of and created a bureaucratic, 
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complicated company support 

scheme that only benefited those 

close to the government,” Molnár, a 

DK MEP, insisted.

LMP TO ORGANISE 
COUNTRY-WIDE 
CONSULTATION

Opposition LMP is organising a 

country-wide consultation on 

important everyday life matters and 

the green revolution affecting the 

country’s future, co-leader János 

Kendernay said at a press conference 

on Sunday.

LMP is posting a petition related to the 

consultation on its website and will also 

organise personal meetings to listen to 

voters’ comments, Kendernay said.

LMP will pose four questions in 

the framework of the consultation, 

and the first will concern making 

buildings more energy efficient, he 

said, suggesting some 300 billion 

forints (EUR 870m) be earmarked for 

investment incentives annually and 

complemented by preferential credit. 

Upgrading buildings can save up to 

85% on energy costs, Kendernay said, 

adding that the cheapest energy is 

energy not used. LMP is also pressing 

for the construction of more wind 

farms, he said, urging regulatory 

changes to help the country catch 

up to countries in Western Europe 

in this regard. He condemned the 

upgrade of the Paks nuclear power 

plant and called for a halt to the 

construction of two additional 

blocks at the plant. He said the Paks II 

investment doesn’t serve the interests 

of the country and also shows that 

the government does not want to 

reduce energy consumption. Lastly, 

Kendernay addressed the dangers to 

the environment and to human health 

of the herbicide glyphosate.  He said 

the consultation would contribute to 

the start of building an eco-social state 

in 2022, at the latest.

PÁRBESZÉD PRESSES 
FOR SUITABLE PAY, 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FOR 
TEACHERS

Párbeszéd wants recognition and 

remuneration for teachers worthy of 

their positions, and it wants humane 

schools for children, the spokesman for 

the opposition party said at an online 

press conference on Sunday.

On the occasion of Teachers’ Day, 

Richárd Barabás acknowledged 

teachers for meeting the challenge of 

switching to digital instruction during 

the novel coronavirus epidemic and 

for conducting matriculation exams 

that the government had “left them 

on their own” to do. Instead of the 

National Core Curriculum and poorly 

written regulations, Párbeszéd 

wants an education system in which 

teachers are well prepared and are 

paid and acknowledged in a manner 

befitting the status of their positions, 

he added. Párbeszéd recommends 

a 50% pay rise for teachers and the 

introduction of sabbaticals, Barabas 

said. Government initiatives to 

place guards in schools and to make 

suspending monthly family subsidies 

a sanction do not serve the interest 

of education or children and “may 

be illegal”, too, he added. He said 

Hungary needs the kinds of schools 

in which social problems that lead to 

violence in schools can be addressed 

at “grassroots level”.

EXHIBITION OF MARCELL 
JANKOVICS DRAWINGS 
OPENS IN BUDAPEST 

An exhibition showing hundreds 

of drawings by acclaimed graphic 

artist and director Marcell Jankovics 

opened in Budapest on Friday. The 

exhibition marks the centenary of the 

Trianon Peace Treaty by displaying 

Jankovics’s drawings about major 

events in Hungarian history from the 

start of Ottoman Turkish occupation 

in 1526 to the signing of the treaty in 

1920.  The exhibition, currently only 

available online, will show until July 

26 in Pesti Vigadó.


